
INTERPRETATION BENCHES

INTERPRETATION BENCHES
Our range of timber benches offer an interesting solution for discreet but distinctive interpretation.   Decorated benches 
are attractive but sturdy and can provide a real feature of interest in a reserve or public open space.

With a combination of routing and sandblasting interpretation can range from simple text through to complex and 
detailed maps and illustrations. Full colour printed graphics can be incorporated into the backrests.

Shelley can create all artwork including illustrations—we have a large library of species illustrations designed for the 
sandblast process. Alternatively, we can work from your own designs.  Please call us to discuss design options.

Items on this page show our popular bench styles but we can also work to your own bespoke designs.

A timber bench produced in cedar with sandblasted 
natural history illustrations on the backrest.  Shelley 
have a large library of wildlife illustrations suitable for 
sandblasting.

An oak bench, produced with a shaped back support 
and routed text.

A simple seat with informally splayed legs. The seat 
can be decorated with text or graphics.

An oak memorial bench with text routed on the 
backrest.  These benches can also include brass or 
printed plaques.



HOW TO ORDER 
Please call us to discuss your project.  Prices will depend on the graphics you require and how detailed they are.  Having 
chatted through your project we will prepare a quote.  We can accept instructions to proceed by email and normally raise 
an invoice when the benches have been despatched.

Shelley Signs Limited, 54 Cartmel Drive, Harlescott, 
Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY1 3TB

Telephone: 01743 460996 
Email: sales@shelleysigns.co.uk 
Web: www.shelleysigns.co.uk

A wooden bench produced in cedar and complete 
with a WI logo sandblasted on the backrest.  When 
photographed this bench had been out about 5 years 
which gives a good indication of weathering.

A bench with backrest, produced in oak and complete 
with a selection of natural history illustrations 
sandblasted on to the backrest.

A great example of a decorated backrest with a verse 
and a selection of wildlife illustrations. 

A timber picnic table designed to allow wheel chair access.  
The backrest included sandblasted text and graphics.


